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FAIR PLATFORM
WHAT IS FAIR DATA?

The FAIR Data initiative aims to support existing communities in their attempts to enable valuable scientific data and knowledge to be published and utilized in a ‘FAIR’ manner.

- **Findable** - (meta)data is uniquely and persistently identifiable. Should have basic machine readable descriptive metadata.
- **Accessible** - data is reachable and accessible by humans and machines using standard formats and protocols.
- **Interoperable** - (meta)data is machine readable and annotated with resolvable vocabularies/ontologies.
- **Reusable** - (meta)data is sufficiently well-described to allow (semi)automated integration with other compatible data sources.
## FAIR ECOSYSTEM LEVELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAIR Data Principles</th>
<th>NORMATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAIR Data Protocol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR Data Resource</td>
<td>ARTEFACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR Data Core Technologies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR Data Systems/Tools</td>
<td>SOFTWARE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FAIR ECOSYSTEM - NORMATIVE LEVEL

- **FAIR Data Principles** - general principles guiding FAIR data solutions; ([www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples](http://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples))

- **FAIR Data Protocol** - complying with the FAIR Data Principles, provide guidelines for implementing FAIR data solutions, e.g., standards, APIs, technologies, ...;
FAIR ECOSYSTEM - ARTEFACT LEVEL

- **FAIR Data Resource** - datasets expressed using one of the prescribed standards of the FAIR Data Protocol and with metadata complying with the protocol.

- **Annotation Ontology** - reference conceptual model used to provide semantics to elements of FAIR Data Resources through annotation.
FAIR DATA RESOURCE

Datasets expressed using one of the prescribed standards of the FAIR Data Protocol, with metadata complying with the protocol and license. The original dataset is transformed into a FAIR format and proper metadata and license are added to produce a FAIR Data Resource. The original and the FAIR version can co-exist, each one fulfilling its own purpose.
FAIR ECOSYSTEM - SOFTWARE LEVEL

- **FAIR Data Core Tech** - core FAIR standards, e.g., FAIR Profiles;
- **FAIR Data Software** - *software systems* implementing FAIR data APIs and complying with standards;
- **FAIR Data Point** - a lightweight FAIR Data Software functioning as an end-point for accessing published FAIR Data Resources;
- **Data FAIRport** - a FAIR Data Software platform providing functionality to publish and access FAIR Data Resources (the FAIR data “Amazon/eBay“);
- **FAIRifier** - a FAIR Data Software that transform a non-FAIR dataset into a FAIR Data Resource, i.e., a dataset in a FAIR format together with its related metadata and license.

...
FAIR DATA POINT

A particular class of FAIR Data System that provides access to published datasets. The datasets can be external or internal to the FAIR Data Point. Also, the source data can be a regular (non-FAIR) dataset or a FAIR Data Resource. If the source data is non-FAIR, the FAIR Data Point needs to made the necessary FAIR transformations on the fly.
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A particular class of FAIR Data System to provide support for data interoperability;

Supports publication and access to FAIR data.

Fosters an ecosystems of applications and services;

Federated architecture: different FAIRports (and other FAIR Data Systems) are interconnectable;

Supports citations of datasets and data items;

Provides metrics for data usage and citation;
FAIR DATA PUBLICATION
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ROADMAP 2015

• FAIR Profiles first draft - March/April 2015;
• Data Model Registry Beta 1 - Q2/Q3 2015;
• FAIRifier Beta 1 - Q3 2015;
• FAIR Data Point Beta 1 - Q4 2015;
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Questions?

Luiz Olavo Bonino - luiz.bonino@dtls.nl
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